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Paulus-Kolleg

Waldeyerstraße 32-34
48149 Münster

Application form
Application to 01.04.20___ (Summer Term)
immediately, at the earliest _________

to 01.10.20___ (Winter Term)

Bitte beachten Sie die Hinweise auf der zweiten Seite dieses Bewerbungsbogens!

 Personalien
Name:

______________________________

First name:

______________________________

Date of birth:

______________________________

Home country:

______________________________


Photo

Religious denomination: ___________________ Marital status: _______________________
Number of brothers and sisters: _______
How many are financially dependent on your parents: ___________
Occupation of your father: _____________________________ still employed:

□yes □ no

Occupation of your mother:_____________________________ still employed:

□yes □ no

How was your attention drawn to this hostel?
________________________________________________________________________________
Course of studies: _______________________________________________________________
Number of previous semesters: _______ intended career: _____________________________

 Adresses
Semester adress: _____________________________________________________
Home adress:

_____________________________________________________

Respond is to be sent to:

□Semester adress

□

Home adress

 Phone number: ______________________________________________________________
 Email adress:

______________________________________________________________

Information about the Paulus Kolleg:
The Paulus Kolleg provides apartments for 42 male and female students: The apartments differ in
their rent, which is – including all extras- from 114 to 194€, according to their size. All of them are
furnished.
Beyond the apartment, generous common rooms are to the inhabitants´ disposal: They include: two
reading rooms, 2 kitchens, one TV-and-living room, one room for parties with a bar, a fireside and a
table-soccer table and a chapel. Moreover, this hostel has a generous garden with a lawn and
volleyball net.
The Paulus Kolleg is situated nearby the university hospital. To the city center, you need less than 10
minutes by bike and even less than five minutes to Muenster´s Lake, called “Aasee.”
Supporter of the hostel is the Paulus community, which consists of catholic lays and clergymen. The
special character of the house is formed by the students living in the house. It is managed by selfgovernment in big parts. Elected student representatives discuss the upcoming decisions together
with the head of the hostel or with the supporter of the hostel. So it is always guaranteed that the
interests and requests of the students are taken into consideration.
Every semester a program common activities is planned by the hostel’s inhabitants (e.g. cinema,
theatre, excursions, common cooking, making music, doing sports)- everyone can join. People who
are interested may join a divine service that takes place every Wednesday throughout the semester.
Every inhabitant of this hostel is expected to be an active part in the living in the Paulus-Kolleg.
Beyond the willingness to handle the apartment and the common rooms in a responsible and caring
manner, you are supposed to be willing to adopt small duties and responsibilities (e.g. minor repairs,
adoption of a function). We attach importance that the inhabitants appreciate the common living as
an enrichment, and are motivated to engage themselves depending on their possibilities.
In order to get an impression of you as a new inhabitant, please write a tabulated curriculum vitae
considering the following questions:
-

-

Which hobbies and interests have you got?
Which associations, societies or initiatives have you actively
participated in so far?
Why do you apply for this hostel?
How can you enrich the living in this house? (Are you willing to do
gardening? Minor repairs? Organisation of gardening or caring about the
kitchen? Organisation of common activities? Organisation of beverages? ...)
According to the semester activities, which kind would you like to join?

Besides, please add a photograph a prepaid, self-addressed envelope to the
filled application form and send it to the following address:
Paulus-Kolleg
z. Hd. Mirjam Schilling
Waldeyerstr. 40
48149 Münster
Tel.: 0251/80764
Deadline for the summer term is June 30th and for the winter term it is January 31st .
You are sincerely invited to visit the hostel for introducing yourself- when arranged by telephone.
bewerbung@paulus-kolleg.de – www.paulus-kolleg.de

